With his cellularity criterion, McMillan has provided a characterization of those complementary domains of an (n -l)-sphere in the «-sphere S" that are open «-cells (n^A). Paul F. Duvall has used the cellularity criterion to characterize those A:-spheres S in 5" (l^k^n -3) such that S"-S is homeomorphic to the complement of the standard ^-sphere in S". The purpose of this note is to indicate how McMillan's methods can be reapplied to handle the case k = \ («^4) as well.
Abstract.
With his cellularity criterion, McMillan has provided a characterization of those complementary domains of an (n -l)-sphere in the «-sphere S" that are open «-cells (n^A). Paul F. Duvall has used the cellularity criterion to characterize those A:-spheres S in 5" (l^k^n -3) such that S"-S is homeomorphic to the complement of the standard ^-sphere in S". The purpose of this note is to indicate how McMillan's methods can be reapplied to handle the case k = \ («^4) as well.
Following Duvall we say that a /r-sphere 2 in S" is weakly flat iff Sn-2 is homeomorphic to the complement of a standardly embedded If S is weakly flat, it is easy to show that 2 has the global 1 -alg property. We shall sketch the proof of the converse. 
Proof.
Showing that (U, U-2) is 0-and 1-connected is trivial. Since 2 is an ANR, there exists an open set F containing 2 such that 2 is a strong deformation retract of F in U (that is, there exists a homotopy ht:V^U such that «0=identity, /;1(F) = S, and «t|2 = ls (0<i<l)).
Thus, each map of the boundary of a 3-cell K into V can be extended to a map of K into U.
To establish the 2-connectedness of (U, t/-2), observe that elementary duality arguments imply that Hl ( Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that 2 has the global 1-alg property. Lemma 2 implies the existence of a sequence of tubes Tlr T2, ■ • ■ such that Int T^Ti+1 and (~) T¿ = 2. We can assume that 2 is a strong deformation retract of T2 in Tx. For ;'=1, 2, • • • define a map 7rt of Tt to a center line C¡, the image in T¿ of S1 x {pt} in S1 x A"_x-Since 7r¿|2 is homotopic in T¿ to lv and T, deformation retracts in Tx to 2 (z'^2), it follows that 7r2|2 is a degree one map of 2 to Ct. Hence, nJÇZ is homotopic in Tt to a homeomorphism of 2 to C¿.
Claim. Cl(Tt-Ti+1) is homeomorphic to S1 x S"~2 x / (¿^2).
There is no loss of generality in assuming C¿OC¿+1=0. By the remark above Ct and Ci+1 are homotopic to 2 in Tt, and using general position techniques one can construct easily a PL annulus (homeomorphic to S1 X I)
A in Tf such that Bd A = CiVCi+1-It follows that Ci+1 is a spine of Tt, Here the hypothesis regarding 7r1(53-2), with the loop theorem [4] , implies that a l-sphere 2 satisfying the global 1-alg property is contained in an unknotted solid torus T such that 7-2 is homeomorphic tô xS'xfO, 1).
